Comparison of in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry for detection of cytomegalovirus and herpes simplex virus.
In situ hybridization (ISH) and immunohistochemistry (IHC) were compared for detection of cytomegalovirus (CMV) and herpes simplex virus (HSV) in routinely processed tissue. Fifty-four formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue samples infected with CMV (36 tissues) or HSV (18 tissues) from 30 autopsies were studied. All tissues had either positive viral cultures (38 of 54) or characteristic viral inclusions on hematoxylin and eosin examination (39 of 54). The tissues examined included lung (28), liver (nine), kidney (five), heart (three), adrenal (two), spleen (two), and thymus, pancreas, appendix, esophagus, and duodenum (one each). Studies by ISH were performed with two detection systems, using biotinylated probes to CMV and HSV (Enzo Biochem, New York, NY). Using ISH with an alkaline phosphatase detection system, infected cells were detected in 33 of 54 tissues (CMV: 23 of 36, HSV: 10 of 18). Using ISH with a peroxidase detection system, infected cells were identified in 30 of 54 tissues (CMV: 22 of 36, HSV: eight of 18). With IHC, antibodies to CMV and HSV stained the infected cells in 34 of 54 tissues (CMV: 24 of 36, HSV: 10 of 18). All infections detected with ISH were also detected with IHC. We conclude that these techniques for ISH and IHC are equally effective for detecting CMV and HSV in paraffin sections. The results of both techniques correlate better with viral inclusions than with culture results. The ISH stains are more difficult to prepare and in some cases are more difficult to interpret. Therefore, IHC may be preferable to ISH for detecting CMV and HSV in routine diagnostic work.